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In industrial processes, it is not uncommon to replace regular processes and procedures with temporary ones,
due to factors such as maintenance operations, breakdown of equipment or machines. All risks associated
with the implementation of these temporary procedures are not analyzed, because they are applied usually for
short periods. Nevertheless, the lack of proper attention levels towards the introduction of such modified
procedures can lead to unfortunate and unpredictable accidents. In order to update the risk assessment
document properly, fast and effective methods are needed but widely acknowledged methods are not
currently available. In this work we propose the Recursive Operability Analysis – Cause Consequence
Diagrams as a fast and efficient tool to include temporary and/or special procedures in an already developed
risk analyses. The model was applied to the Zhong Rong Metal Products Co case study, which witnessed a
severe explosion of an aluminum-alloy dust. The accident was mainly due to the implementation of a manual
procedure to perform the cleaning of the bag filters present in the plant, subsequent to the breakdown of an
electric motor. Results show that the update of the risk analysis can be performed in a fast and efficient way.

1. Introduction
An adequate safety level in the process industry can be reached only by knowing in detail the characteristics
of all the processes and procedures involved. In this sense, Quantitative Risk Analysis (QRA) proved and it is
still proving to be an effective tool to perform a proper risk assessment (Casal, 2018; Khan et al., 2015;
Marhavilas et al., 2011). In a real plant, it is possible that, due to extraordinary maintenance or faulty
equipment, a regular procedure is replaced by a different one, usually more human operators intensive, in
order to fulfil the requirements of the production line. Also, risk analyses are not always updated accordingly to
these changes. This fact is scarcely analyzed in the current literature. A lot of indirect references to this issue
can be found instead. Barton and Nolan already indirectly hinted the effect of sudden new, uninvestigated
procedures with their work (Nolan and Barton, 1987). More recent industrial accidents provided unfortunate
evidence about this topic: this is the case of the Imperial Sugar refinery dust explosion (2008) (Chemical
Safety Board, 2009), the Seveso (1976) (Lees, 2005) and the Synthron Chemical accident (2006) (Chemical
Safety Board, 2007) and the more recent explosion at the Zhong Rong Metal Products Co (2014) (Li et al.,
2016). In each one of these accidents, it is noticeable that some non-standard operations or procedures were
introduced at some point of the plant or in a certain process and, apparently, these changes were never
considered in the risk assessment. It would be extremely useful to have tools to update risk assessment in a
fast and efficient way. Some of the most known and used methods, such as HazOp (Crawley and Tyler, 2015)
and FMEA/FMECA (Liu, 2019) lack of organization of collected information into a set of structured data. Thus,
updating a risk assessment following a situational change of regular industrial procedures may be excessively
time consuming. In this work, the Recursive-Operability-Analysis with Cause Consequence Diagrams (ROACCD) (Contini et al., 2015, 2016) is considered and implemented with this scope. The ROA-CCD is essentially
an evolution of the original ROA (Piccinini and Ciarambino, 1997), and it allows for an automatic generation of
fault trees. From the fault trees, the computation of the probability of occurrence of an unwanted event is then
straightforward. Recursive Operability Analysis already proved to be a consistent tool to perform risk
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assessment on chemical plants (Demichela et al., 2002), and given its high flexibility and generality, it can be
used for several risk assessment purposes.

2. Materials and Methods
This work basically shows how it is possible to update a risk analysis performed with the ROA-CCD method,
given deviations from the original process. At first, the ROA-CCD method requires the computation of the ROA
table (Table 1). The ROA table condenses the information of the HazOp (Node-Deviation-Variable), in a single
column, and combines causes and consequences in a structured way, based upon the principle of causality.
Table 1: Classic ROA table
Rec

NDV

Causes

1

2

Consequences Plant state with
due to protections
protections
failure
working correctly

3

4

Protections
Manual
Alarm
Operator
(optical/acoustic)
actions on
components
5
6

Automatic
safety
systems
actions
7

Notes

TE

Once the ROA table is complete, Cause Consequences Diagrams can be generated from each record
according to the method proposed by Contini et al. (Contini et al., 2016). From the combination of all CCDs,
the final fault tree is generated for each Top Event identified in the analysis.
In order to update an analysis following process modifications, some data are required:
• Which components/human operations are involved?
• Which process variables are affected by the new procedure?
• What are new failures/human errors involved?
• How new errors/procedures may impact the system?
After such information are collected, the ROA table can be updated accordingly, and so the fault trees and the
estimation of the new probability of occurrence associated with the Top Event(s).
2.1 Case study
The polishing area of the Zhong Rong Metal Products Co is considered as the case study for this work. On
August 2, 2014, a catastrophic dust explosion occurred at an industrial facility in Kunshan (China) (Li et al.,
2016). The plant was dedicated to polishing aluminum-alloy wheel-hubs, with a workplace including about 350
workers.

Figure 1: Scheme for the polishing line
The plant was organized in 32 polishing production lines (16 polishing lines on the basement and 16 polishing
lines on the first floor). Along each line, there were 12 working stations. Each 2 polishing lines, a dust venting
piping was connected, with bag filters as equipment to purify the air (8 in total). After the cleaning operation,
which was handled by a mechanical vibrating system, the residual dust was collected inside dedicated steel
barrels, located at the bottom of each bag filter. It was highlighted that at a certain point, due to the breakdown
of the electrical motor, the cleaning operation of the bag filters was manually handled by workers (Li et al.,
2016). This fact contributed with to the accumulation of dust deposits inside the bag filter enclosure, allowing
concentrations above the Minimum Explosive Concentration (MEC) (Eckhoff, 2003), that is 40 g/m³ (Li et al.,
2016). The ignition source was supposed to be an exothermic reaction between aluminum-alloy dust and
water which accumulated inside the external collection barrels. Water would infiltrate inside a barrel due to
abundant rains and corrosion of the steel bottom. From there, a fire would trigger, reaching the Minimum
Ignition Temperature (MIT) (Eckhoff, 2003) of the dust cloud, that is 540°C (Li et al., 2016). In order to apply
the proposed method, a ROA-CCD on the original plant must be carried out. A single line will be considered
as example, since all the 12 working stations can be considered equal. Figure 1 represents a line, highlighting
the nodes for the analysis.
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Table 2: ROA table for the regular process (node 1)
Rec NDV

1.0

1.1

Causes

Cons.

Plant state with
protections working

1hC

Protections
Manual
Alarm
Operator
actions
-

Suction fan Aluminum dust System goes back to
broken
spillage
normal functionality
OR
Pressure
Bag filters
drop reader
clogged
1hT Friction spark
Local fire

Automatic
safety
means

Notes

TE

Aluminum dust TE1
cannot be sent
to the dust filter

-

An operator TE2
may generate a
spark by
dropping a
wheel hub

Components involved are the following: grinders, used for polishing, a suction fan, bag filters, a vibrating
motor for cleaning operations, electric equipment (wires), the steel barrel itself, piping and pressure drop
control loop. In the regular process, operators can interact with the process on the workstation and with the
barrel (operators should manually change it twice per week (Li et al., 2016)). Process variables involved are:
concentration C of aluminum dust, mass m of aluminum dust (indicating a dust deposit), level L of water,
temperature T of the air.
Table 3: ROA table for the regular process (node 2). 2.1 and 2.2 indicate the filter bag enclosure and the clean
side, respectively
Rec

NDV

2.0

2.1hC

2.1

2.2

Causes

Cons.

Cleaning
2.1hT
operation
(motor)
2.2hC Wearing of bag Fan wearing
filters
AND
Aluminum
dust released
in the
environment
2.1hT
(3hT
Dust
OR
explosion
Electric spark)
AND
2.1hC

Plant state with
protections working

-

Protections
Manual
Alarm
Operator
actions
-

Notes
Automatic
safety
means
Concentration
>MEC

-

Pressure
drop reader

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

TE

TE3

TE4

Ignition sources considered are: friction spark, electric spark (Eckhoff, 2003), exothermic reaction between
water and aluminum dust (Li et al., 2016). Tables 2,3,4 report the ROA analysis performed on nodes 1,2,3,
respectively. In this case, it was necessary to distinguish between the clean part of the bag filter (node 2.2),
and the part processing dirty air (node 2.1).
According to the ROA analysis, the most severe Top Events are local fire (TE2), which can take place inside
the barrel and in the production line, and a primary dust explosion (TE4). A dust explosion can occur during
the regular cleaning operation, where the dust dropping from the bags generates dust cloud inside the MEC
range. It is known that, at some point, the vibrating motor was broken, and the cleaning operation was then
manually performed by operators every day. How is it possible to update the risk analysis, in order to estimate
the hazards represented by the introduction of this process modification?
Following the steps proposed, it is possible to obtain meaningful information:
• Which components/human operation are involved?
Components involved are bag filters and the vibrating motor (unavailable). Operators need to perform a new
task.
• Which process variables are affected by the new procedure?
The only process variable directly involved is aluminum dust concentration in the bag filter enclosure.
According to new errors and failures, air temperature and aluminum dust concentration in the clean side of the
venting line may be involved too.
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Table 4: ROA table for the regular process (node 3)
Rec NDV

3.0

3.1

3.2

3hL

Causes

Cons.

Raining
AND
Corrosion of
the barrel

Plant state with
protections working

Protections
Manual
Automatic
safety
Alarm
Operator
means
actions
System goes back to
Visual
Replace the
normal functionality inspection corroded barrel

3hT
(water can
trigger a
reaction with
aluminum dust)
3hm Barrel full
3hT
System goes back to
Visual
Replace with
OR
AND
normal functionality inspection an empty barrel
Barrel
Barrel
change not completely full
performed
3hT
3hL
3hT
AND
(Local fire)
3hm
AND
2.1hT

Notes

TE

Use plastic
barrels

TE5

-

Temperature TE2
may reach the
MIT

• What are new failures/human errors involved?
Since the new operation is entirely human-based, the errors are related to this: operators may omit procedure
(they forget to clean the bags), operator may break the bags during the operation.
• How new errors/procedures may impact the system?
Due to the breakdown of the vibrating motor, electric spark is not an issue anymore. Also, operators may rip
the bags or generate a friction spark during the operation. Finally, pressure drops and dust concentration
inside the enclosure change, because the manual cleaning is carried out only in the morning: pressure drops
are thus higher over day, causing a reduction of the air flowrate, and bags are more easily worn (Green and
Perry, 2007). Table 5 collects the modified elements of the ROA, according to process modifications.
Table 5: Modified ROA records
Rec

NDV

2.0

2.1hC Manual cleaning
OR
Operator omits
procedure
2.2hC Wearing of bag
filters
OR
Bag ripped

2.1

2.2

2.1hT

1.0

1lC

Causes

(3hT
OR
Friction
spark)
AND
2.1hC
Suction fan
broken
OR
Bag filters
clogged

Cons.

Plant state with
protections
working

Protections
Notes
Manual
Automatic
safety
Alarm
Operator
means
actions
Concentration
>MEC

TE

2.1hT

-

Fan wearing
AND
Aluminum dust
released in the
environment
Dust explosion

-

Pressure
drop reader

-

-

Wearing of bag TE3
is increased to
due to a greater
load

-

-

-

-

TE4

Aluminum dust
spillage

System goes
back to normal
functionality

-

-

Pressure
drop reader

-

Bag filters
TE1
become more
clogged over
the day

3. Results and discussion
Now that the ROA is complete, it is possible to deduct the fault trees for all the identified Top Events. The
most crucial one, which is a primary dust explosion, will be reported and analyzed. Figure 2(a) reports the FTs
for both the regular process, and Figure 2(b) reports the modified one.
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a

b

Figure 2: FT for the TE dust explosion with both the regular process (a), and the modified process (b)
Fault trees can be solved with dedicated software, such as OpenFTA or FaultTree+ (Kritzinger, 2017). In this
case, OpenFTA 1.0 was used. In order to be properly solved, failure rates/human errors are required. Table 6
shows the values used, recovered from literature databases. Some data required some speculation in order to
be defined. According to process information, each day a dust venting line would work for 12h, with a flowrate
of 22300 m³/h and an average concentration of dust equal to 0.1 g/m³ (Li et al., 2016). This results in almost
27 kg of dust deposit in the barrels. It also appears that the barrels would be eventually emptied twice a week.
This means that potentially, on 4 days over 7 of a regular working week, the dust in the barrel is present and it
is sufficient to trigger a consistent fire. In order to define the frequency of the cleaning operation, it was
postulated a cleaning cycle per hour, lasting for 30 seconds, a reasonable value for a bag filter (Green and
Perry, 2007). This gives about 2.3 kg of accumulated dust before the mechanical shaking. For raining, the
number of rainy days in the Kunshan region for 2014 was used (“World Weather Online | World Weather |
Weather Forecast,” n.d.). The possibility of having a friction spark during the manual cleaning was represented
as an error during manual operation (Bello and Colombari, 1980). For the computation of probabilities of
occurrence, a Poisson distribution for a mission time of one year was assumed. Now it is possible to
numerically solve the FTs, for a mission time of one year. Table 7 collects the main results obtained for the
Top Event representing a dust explosion.
a
b
Table 6: Failure rates and probabilities of the basic events involved ( (Lees, 2005), (Bello and Colombari,
1980))

Basic event
Type of failure/event
Failure/Event RateProbability
Cleaning operation
Vibrating motor activation
4.0E-03 [1/d]
1.0E01
Manual cleaning
Manual cleaning operation
2.9E-01 [1/w]
1.0E01
Full barrel
Barrel filled with dust
5.7E-01[1/w]
1.0E01
a
Electric spark
Short circuit (electric motor)
1.0E-08[1/h]
8.76E-05
Bottom corrosion
Corrosion of opened steel layer
3.0E-05 [1/y]
3.0E-05
Raining
4.5E-01
b
Friction spark
Error in manual operation
5.0E-03
b
Inspection not performed Operator does not execute procedure
2E-03
b
Barrel change not performedOperator does not execute procedure
2E-03
b
Procedure not performed Operator does not execute procedure
2E-03

From results, it is clearly noticeable that the introduction of process modifications led to an increment of two
order of magnitude of the probability associated with the Top Event, highlighting a loss in process in safety.
Moreover, the max order of the Minimal Cut Set (MCS) was reduced by one, indicating a safety level
reduction.
Table 7: FTA results for the Top Event “Dust explosion”
Basic event Standard process Modified process
# of MCS
3
3
Max order of MCS
5
4
Probability
8.76E-05
5.0E-03
It is interesting to show that the importance of the local fire inside the barrels as triggering event appears to
have a low importance, since the dedicated MCS have probabilities around 1.0E-08 for both cases. This is in
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contrast with the most credited ignition source reported in the literature (Li et al., 2016). It is possible that the
low importance estimated here is due to the introduction of the visual inspection of the barrel of the operators,
that acts as a protective measure, lowering the likelihood of the associated process failures. Nevertheless,
results from this simulation highlight the issues which can rise from not considering process modifications in
risk assessments, even if they are supposed to last for short periods of time.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, it is shown that the ROA-CCD technique can be a powerful tool, thanks to its systematic nature,
to update risk assessments following process modifications. Such modifications may heavily impact process
safety, and lead to extremely severe coincidences, as shown by many historical industrial accidents. The
method discussed is an attempt to propose a structured and organized method, in order to have a fast and
reliable risk assessment update.
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